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Abstract – For providing distributed multimedia ap-
plications with end-to-end QoS (Quality of Service)
guarantees, resource reservation based control mech-
anisms should be employed in both of networks and
end systems. In this paper, we implement and eval-
uate a resource allocation scheme to allocate both of
network and server CPU resources to clients in an in-
tegrated manner. For this purpose, we use HiTactix for
real-time OS and TTCP/ITM for the resource reser-
vation network. Through experimentations using our
implemented video transfer system, we confirm that
our proposed scheme can achieve an effective use of
resources while providing high quality video transfer.

1 Introduction
With dramatic improvements in computing power,
network bandwidth and video data compression
techniques, distributed multimedia systems become
widely used. To provide good presentation of multi-
media on those systems, various QoS guarantees are
required, such as the data transferring delay, the regu-
larity of video encoding and decoding [1].

The resource reservation based systems are prefer-
able to guarantee those QoS for the video applications.
The network level QoS such as loss ratio and transfer
delay can be guaranteed by the bandwidth reservation
based networks [2]. The real-time OS which can re-
serve and schedule CPU resources provide high speed
and high quality video coding on end systems [3, 4].

However, even if we can successfully construct a
distributed multimedia system by combining them, the
high quality and real-time video transfer cannot be
achieved without appropriate prediction/reservation
mechanisms for both network and end systems re-
sources. On MPEG-2 video transfer, there exists a
strong relationship between required network/end sys-
tems resources and video quality obtained through
them [5]. Based on those relationships, a resource
allocation scheme proposed in [6] achieves the high
quality video transfer with limited resource while
maximizing user’s utility, which is represented as re-
lation between benefit obtained through allocated re-
sources and cost paid for them. The proposed scheme
also considers how shared resources, such as the net-

work bandwidth and the server CPU resource, should
be allocated among clients with different processing
capabilities.

In this paper, we implement and evaluate the
proposed scheme in the actual resource-reservation
based system. The system is constructed with
TTCP/ITM [4] providing the bandwidth reservation
mechanism on Ethernet and HiTactix [4] allocating
the CPU resource to tasks in the order of millisec-
onds. Of course, there are some mismatches among
the proposed scheme and the system environment and
some features are not clearly defined in [6]. There-
fore, we first verify that the relationships in [5] also
hold in our system. Then, we propose the method on
how end systems communicate with each other to ob-
tain information necessary for the resource allocation.
By using the implemented video system, we confirm
that the proposed scheme can achieve an effective use
of resources while providing high quality video distri-
bution.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we briefly introduce relationships among the video
quality and the required resources, then outline the re-
source allocation scheme we proposed in the previous
work. In Section 3, we discuss implementation-related
issues on our system. In Section 4, we show some ex-
perimental results and evaluate the proposed scheme.
Finally, we summarize our paper in Section 5.

2 Integrated Resource Allocation
Scheme for Maximizing Users’ Utility

By combining a bandwidth reservation network and
a real-time OS, required QoS can be guaranteed for
video applications. However, to provide high qual-
ity and real-time video presentation to users, it is nec-
essary to allocate resources efficiently on each entity
in the whole system. If there are sufficient resources,
every user can enjoy high quality video presentation.
However, in an actual situation, users compete for
the limited bandwidth of the network resources. The
server CPU resource is also competed by the clients.
At the client, CPU is shared by several tasks. In ad-
dition to the availability on the various resources, we
should consider the interdependence of resources. By



allocating much bandwidth, for example, the client
can receive the video data of low-compression ratio
and become free from the complex and heavy decod-
ing task. In this section, we briefly introduce the re-
lationships among the video quality and required net-
work/end systems resources [5], then outline the re-
source allocation scheme we have proposed [6].

2.1 Relationship among Video Quality and Re-
quired Resources

In the previous work [5], we derive the relationships
between the video quality and required network/end
systems resources for MPEG-2 video data.

First, required bandwidthBW [Mbps] for video
transfer can be estimated by the coding parameters
of MPEG-2, which directly affect the video quality.
Those are, spatial resolutionR [pixels], SNR (Signal
to Noise Ratio) resolutionQ, temporal resolutionF
[fps], and GoP structureG. It is represented as;

BW (R, Q, F, G)
∼= (3.1)log4

R
640×480 (α+ β

Q − γ
Q2 ) F

30BWbase
(1)

whereBWbase is a constant value corresponding to
the required bandwidth of the reference sequence with
parameter set(R, Q, F, G) = (640 × 480, 10, 30, G).
Constant values ofα, β andγ can be determined for
given GoP structure.

Next, the required CPU resource to code video data
at the serverS [Mcycle/sec], can be estimated by con-
stant valueSG dependent on the GoP structureG as:

S ∼= SG
R

640 × 480
× F

30
(2)

Finally, the required CPU resource to decode the
video data at the clientC [Mcycle/sec] is proportional
to the required bandwidthBW as follows:

C ∼= BW×40+(870+
Np

N
δ+

Nb

N
ε) (3)

× R

640×480
× F

30

whereN is the number of frames, andNp andNb are
numbers of P and B pictures in a GoP.δ andε are in-
creasing rates against the amount of the CPU resource
required to decode P and B pictures.

Using Eqs. (1) through (3), we can estimate a re-
quired amount of resources at network/end system for
real-time video transfer.

2.2 Maximizing Users’ Utility
To provide high quality and real-time video trans-
fer to clients, a resource allocation scheme is pro-
posed in [6]. The scheme takes into account both
network and end systems resources, achieves efficient
resource allocation with limited resources and maxi-
mizes user’s utility (the words “user” and “client” are
used interchangeably in this paper).

The utility of user i is defined as a function of
the user’sBenefit obtained through allocated resources
and theCost paid for them as follows;

Ui = Benefiti(BWi, Si, Ci) − Costi(BWi, Si, Ci)
(4)

whereBWi means the bandwidth allocated to useri.
Si and Ci denote the amount of allocated CPU re-
sources at the server and the client, respectively.

When the spatial resolution R and the temporal
resolution F are specificaly determined by the ap-
plication, the required amount of server CPU re-
source can be determined by an only GoP structure
(see Eq.(2)). On the other hand, that of clients de-
pends on GoP structure and bandwidth (see Eq.(3)).
Therefore, user’s benefit is determined by the GoP
structureGi and the allocated bandwidthBWi as
BenefitGi (BWi).

The cost function introduced to prevent users from
monopolizing resources is defined as follows;

CostGi (BWi)
=

{
α BWi

BWfree +β
SGi

Sfree +γ
CGi

(BWi)

Cfree
i

} (5)

whereBW free, Sfree andCfree
i denote the available

bandwidth and CPU resources at the server and the
clienti, respectively.α, β andγ are positive constants
to represent an importance of the each resource.

From these equations and the relationships be-
tween video quality and resources described in Sec-
tion 2.1, each user’s utilityUGi =BenefitGi (BWi)−
CostGi(BWi) becomes a convex function of the
bandwidth. Then, we can formulate the resource allo-
cation to maximize total utility. By solving this opti-
mization problem, we can determine efficient resource
allocation for the whole system.

maximize
∑

i UGi =
∑

i{BenefitGi (BWi)
−CostGi (BWi)} (6)

subject to
∑

i BWi ≤ BW free,∑
i SGi ≤ Sfree,

CGi(BWi) ≤ Cfree
i ∀i

3 Implementation of Resource Alloca-
tion Scheme

By applying the resource allocation scheme in Sec-
tion 2.2 to an actual video transfer system, we can
provide the efficient and integrated resource allocation
and high quality video data to clients. However, there
are some mismatches among the proposed scheme and
the system environment. In this section, we clarify
those problems and propose solutions to them.

3.1 System Description
In Fig. 1, we illustrate our video transfer system. The
server captures the original video with a camera. Cap-
tured pictures are coded by an MPEG-2 algorithm and
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Figure 2: Implemented System

sent to clients via the bandwidth reservation based net-
work. The server CPU resource is allocated to each of
capturing, coding and sending tasks for each client ac-
cording to our resource allocation scheme. The net-
work bandwidth i.e, capacity of the server’s output
link is also shared among clients. Each client receives
the video, decodes it, and displays it on the monitor.
Each of receiving, decoding and displaying tasks is al-
located a portion of the client CPU resource.

Our implemented system is depicted in Fig. 2. In
this paper, we construct a real-time video transfer
system with TTCP/ITM [4] providing the bandwidth
reservation mechanism on Ethernet, and real-time OS
HiTactix [4] allocating CPU resource to tasks in the
order of milliseconds. Unfortunately, however, the in-
sufficient capability of our server’s CPU power inhib-
ited real-time encoding. We therefore used the video
data that had already been coded and stored in the disk
storage. Those are read out by the sending module
“Sender” and sent to clients using UDP/ITM proto-
col stack. The bandwidth manager exists in the sever
and manages the 100Base-TX network. Each client
has the receiving, decoding and displaying modules,
which are “Receiver” , “Decoder” and “Display” , re-
spectively. The data are passed among modules via
FIFO queues. In the following sections, we give some
detailed discussions on how QoS is guaranteed in our
implemented system.

3.2 QoS Guarantee on Networks
To achieve real-time video data transfer, we guaran-
tee the network level QoS by using the resource reser-
vation network protocol, TTCP/ITM. The TTCP/ITM
can provide real-time data transfer by determining
amount of sending data in certain interval. The TTCP
(Total Traffic Control Protocol) is a signaling proto-
col which manages the bandwidth allocation to sup-

press the excess increases in total traffic flows for both
real-time and non-real-time data transmissions in Eth-
ernet. The ITM (Isochronous Transmit Mode) module
is a traffic shaper which communicates with the band-
width manager and regulates the amount of outgoing
traffic.

3.3 Enabling Real-Time Encoding
To provide high quality video presentation to users,
it is necessary to reserve the CPU resource for cod-
ing tasks at end systems. The HiTactix can allocate
the CPU resource to each thread at the order of mil-
lisecond. In the video transfer system of Fig.1, the
server captures the original video data, encodes it in a
real-time fashion and sends them to the clients. To as-
sign those tasks into a single thread leads to the waste
of the allocated CPU resource because the processing
delay introduced to each task by, for example, I/O in-
terruption stops the entire thread operation. Therefore,
we should prepare three independent threads, each of
which is responsible for capturing, coding and sending
task, respectively. However, in this paper, the server
only reads out the MPEG-2 data at the regular inter-
val of 1/F seconds from a disk as shown in Fig.2, and
there is only one thread for reading and sending tasks.

3.4 Enabling Real-Time Decoding
Each client receives the video from the server, decodes
it in a real-time fashion and displays it on the moni-
tor (Fig. 1). We implemented three threads, each of
which is responsible for receiving, decoding and dis-
playing task (see Fig.2). Further, the video data are
passed among threads via FIFO queues of 30 Mbytes
capacity. The video can be played smoothly by paral-
lel execution of synchronized threads. There are some
mismatches and unmentioned factors about the client
in [5]. Eq.(3), which is used to estimate the required
amount of client CPU resource, only considers the
decoding task. Thus, we should first check whether
Eq.(3) is applicable to our system. Then, we inves-
tigate how much CPU resources are required for the
“Receiver” and “Display” through experiments.

The required amount of CPU resource with Hi-
Tactix in decoding “Animation” video sequences
of 160×120 pixels and 30 fps are summarized
in Fig. 3. Each point on lines corresponds to
the SNR resolution, that is, the quantizer scale
(4,8,12,16,20,24,28,32,36,40). Figure 3 shows that
the amount of CPU resource needed for the Decoder
thread is in proportion to the bandwidth for given GoP
structure as shown in Eq.(3). Therefore, we can build
the following relation from Eq.(3).

Cdecode
∼= BW×40.71

+(89.57+ Np

N 18.13+ Nb

N 37.18)× R
160×120× F

30

(7)

Although not shown in figures, the CPU resource
Cdisplay required for the Display thread is nearly con-
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stant and is predictable with the following equation.

Cdisplay
∼= 55.90 × R

160 × 120
× F

30
(8)

The required amount for the receiving task was con-
siderably small in our system. Further, HiTactix allo-
cates the sufficient CPU resource to socket operations.
We therefore did not need explicitly specify and allo-
cate the CPU resource to the Receiver thread.

The required CPU resource at the receiver to pro-
vide the QoS guarantee for real-time video playout is
then derived as;

Ctotal
∼= BW×40.71

+(145.47+ Np

N
18.13+ Nb

N
37.18)× R

160×120
× F

30
(9)

3.5 Information Exchanges for Resource Alloca-
tion

To perform the resource allocation, the available
amount of system resources should be known a pri-
ori. To apply the scheme to an actual system, there
must be some appropriate signalling protocols for the
server to obtain those information. In the application
in which the start time is known in advance such as
VoD (Video on Demand) or a live telecasting, the pos-
sible procedure is as follows;

1. The server broadcasts informations on the video
distribution, including the start time, the sub-
scription due time and the service contents.

2. The client intending to receive the service re-
serves the available CPU resource and informs
the server of its amount.

3. The server investigates its own resource availabil-
ity and inquires about the available bandwidth to
the network bandwidth manager.

4. The server determines the resource allocation
considering the available resources by using the
resource allocation algorithm.

5. The server reserves the bandwidth and notifies
the clients with the amount of client CPU re-
source.

6. Each client confirms the reserved CPU resource
for the video application.

7. The server sends the video data to the clients.

4 Experimentation and Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and ap-
propriateness of our implemented system by observ-
ing the resource utilization and the video quality. For
comparison purpose, we also implemented the “ fair
resource allocation” scheme where all clients are allo-
cated the same share of the server CPU and the net-
work bandwidth independent on the client CPU re-
source availability.

In experiments, we assume that the amount of
server CPU is 15.0 Gcycle/sec and 4 clients are con-
nected to the server. The available network bandwidth
is assumed to be 4.0 Mbps and the amount of available
client CPU resource is randomly chosen from 160 to
300 Mcycle/sec. We use the “Animation” video se-
quence of 1500 pictures with 160×120 pixels large.
Namely, the entire video can be played in 50 seconds
by 30 fps playout. Although GoP structure and all
three resolutions, i.e. spatial, temporal and SNR, can
be appropriately determined in our scheme (see Sec-
tion 2.2), only the GoP structure and the SNR scala-
bility are considered in the experiments. The weights
α, β and γ in Eq.(5) are set to be 0.5, 0.1 and 0.1 re-
spectively.

Results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In Table
1, we show the available CPU resource of each client
Cfree

i , and the selected GoP structure and quantizer
scale for the client by our scheme. Table 2 summa-
rizes the amount of resources allocated to the video
application on server, client and network and their uti-
lization ratio given as the ratio of the allocated amount
to the available. The number of the deadline misses is
also shown. In our experiments, deadline misses only
occur at the Display thread.

In the case of the fair resource allocation where all
clients are provided with the identical video data, the
clients’ CPU are not effectively utilized at client 2
and 3 whose available resources are sufficient while
the client 1 and 4 with insufficient CPU is overloaded
and deadline misses occur. On the contrary, with our
scheme, client 1 and 4 are assigned the video sequence
of lower compression ratio than the others by consid-
ering their insufficient CPU resources as shown in Ta-
ble 1. As a result, no deadline miss occurs and the
video is played out at 30 fps on client 1 and 4.

From results above, we conclude that we can
achieve the video transfer which accomplishes effi-
cient use of resources, less deadline miss and high
quality video distribution with the proposed scheme.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we implemented the resource alloca-
tion scheme which maximizes users’ utility consid-



Table 1: Available amount of client CPU resource and selected video data type
client Cfree

i selected Q
No. [Mcycle/sec] GoP

1 183 I 12
proposed 2 265 IBBPBB 8
scheme 3 215 IBBPBB 8

4 197 I 8

fair 1 183 IB 8
resource 2 265 IB 8

allocation 3 215 IB 8
4 197 IB 8

Table 2: Allocated server, client and network resources and number of deadline misses
client allocated server CPU allocated client CPU allocated BW deadline
No. [Gcycle/sec] [Mcycle/sec] [Mbps] miss

(utilization ratio [%]) (utilization ratio [%]) (utilization ratio [%])

1 0.42 (2.8) 182 (99.4) 0.865 (21.6) 0
proposed 2 3.65 (24.3) 209 (79.0) 0.851 (21.3) 0
scheme 3 3.65 (24.8) 209 (97.3) 0.851 (21.3) 0

4 0.42 (2.8) 193 (98.0) 1.136 (28.4) 0

fair 1 3.23 (21.5) 207 (113.1) 0.958 (24.0) 139
resource 2 3.23 (21.5) 207 (78.1) 0.958 (24.0) 0

allocation 3 3.23 (21.5) 207 (96.3) 0.958 (24.0) 0
4 3.23 (21.5) 207 (105.1) 0.958 (24.0) 41

ering available resources. We clarified some imple-
mentation issues and proposed the solutions for them.
Through experimentations on video transfer, we have
shown that we could achieve efficient resource alloca-
tion in compliance with the system environment and
provide high quality video to users.

However, there still remain several research works.
For example, we do not consider the dynamic re-
source allocation against client’s join and/or leave be-
haviors. When we allocate the network bandwidth and
the server CPU resource to a newly joining client, we
should take into account the degree of quality degra-
dation of the video data provided to existing clients.
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